The

case of Titanic’s Antifouling

Titanic’s antifouling has been a topic of speculation for quite some time now, this article will
help narrow down the range of this color.

In order to do this, it is important to look at color photos of both other ships built by and for the
same company, color photos of the sister to the Titanic, and color photos of other ships from that
time period of pre-World War 2.

Exhibit A) MV Britannic

Exhibit B) MV Britannic Sailing

Exhibit C) MV Britannic Lower Hull and Antifouling

Exhibit D) MV Georgic

All these examples show red paint, not pale pink like what has most recently been posited. Now
let’s look at some Cunard Ships.
Exhibit E) RMS Queen Mary 1970, the Queen Mary has been cited for the pale pink, but being
in calm waters, the antifouling there is to cite is always pink because it faded due to being
exposed to over 60 years of UV Rays, this is just about a week before opening as a hotel, and
thus the paint is still fresh.

Exhibit F) RMS Queen Mary 1953

Exhibit G) RMS Queen Elizabeth

Exhibit H) RMS Queen Elizabeth

Exhibit I) RMS Queen Elizabeth, 1969. Like the earlier Queen Mary photograph this is just a
few days before the Queen Elizabeth opens as a hotel.

Exhibit J) RMS Queen Elizabeth

Exhibit K) RMS Mauretania 1921

Exhibit L) Queen Mary propeller box 1969

Exhibit M) Queen Mary antifouling paint 1969

We have looked for many pictures of ships where the antifouling can be seen in full
color, and we have found many examples, some of which have been posted here. None of the
examples we have seen from ships of this general era have pale pink antifouling.

The question must be asked, which type of antifouling paint was put on Titanic? The type
used was called the Suter, Hartmann, and Rahtjens Composition, also known as the ‘Red Hand’.
Compositions of that time, including this specific one, were based very much in Mercuric and
Copper (i) oxide. Copper Oxide comes in multiple colors, including red and purple. The red
version appears to be a more modern version of cuprous oxide, coming from better oxidation
methods using Sulphur oxide. So, for this, we will be using the pre-World War 2 variant of the
oxide that shows a more purple colour. The other colour in the Rahtjen’s Red Hand mixture was
Mercuric Oxide, which is toxic. It ranges in from orange to red in terms of colour. So, since the
antifouling was not orange, logic tells us the red variant of the mercuric oxide is the way to go.
Often mentioned is the possibility of White Lead used as an undercoat to appear pink.
This is not the case as White Lead was not practiced on ships until the mid to late 20s, and since
Titanic sunk by 1912, obviously White Lead was not used on the Titanic. Also posited was the
use of Arsenic. However, a 1906 study by the United States Navy concluded that Arsenic added
almost no value as a toxicity agent, and therefore was not used again in another United States
Naval study on the topic. Even then, this was realized in the 1880s when the 1884 distributor of
the Red Hand composition, Holzapfel, when he was making paint with the formula. He wrote
and article about it titled “The Corrosion and Fouling of Iron ships: Antifouling Compositions” It
was published in the Shipping and Mercantile Gazette, dated September 17th, 1889. It talks to the
getting rid of arsenic from the formula. This leaves the question, was arsenic removed from the

composition by 1911? It is impossible to know for sure, but even if it wasn’t, it added no effect
to the color of the paint. Tests run in 1906 by the United States Navy at Norfolk tested the use of
cuprous oxide with Grade A Gum Shellac. White shellac is arrived at by bleaching the yellow
colour from the compound. However, getting rid of the yellow does not mean it is white just
because bleach is involved, it made it clear. So white shellac is not actually white, it is in fact
clear. This means, since white shellac was used in Red Hand, it would not have affected the color
of the final paint.
Exhibit N) Mercuric Oxide

Exhibit O) Copper (i) oxide

These differing colors explain why all above examples are red, but can vary slightly from
bright red, to dim red. Using this, it is possible to make a gradient colour spectrum of these two
oxides, since a 1918 US Naval Journal states it was a 50/50 mix, and we are not sure of the mix
for the 1873 patent until a request for the patent is approved, and we can see the ingredients, we
will, for the sake of argument, say 50/50 was the mix combination.
Exhibit P) Gradient average of the two oxides.

Now is a good time to bring up another likely talking point, wreck evidence. Often cited
is an image of the propeller on the wreck where it appears pinkish, also cited is a Robert Ballard
quote where he claimed it was pinkish. Paint underwater changes colour, not by fading away,
because it doesn’t, paint fades from UV Light from the sun, and Titanic’s paint is not getting any
sunlight, so it won’t fade, but it will change colour, visually, what I mean by this is Titanic is in
salt water, so the ship undergoes cathodic layering of salt, which does make paint lighten. You
can see this effect in Exhibit K on the Mauretania, where the colour is very different and uneven,
splotches of faded red amongst dark red show the effects after a relatively short time in the water
compared to Titanic.
One of the most used talking points in favor of pink goes something along the lines of
this, In blue filter, red appears black, so then if the antifouling was red, than why does some
pictures show medium to light gray, discernible from the black hull? While it seems compelling
at first, all it does is show a lack of research. The absolute easiest way to debunk this claim is by
looking at pictures of ships where we know they have a red antifouling, then look at black and
white images of the same ship.
Exhibit Q) RMS Mauretania (II) in colour. We can see the red antifouling. So
supposedly it shouldn’t look brightly colored in black and white blue filter, it should look very
black.

Exhibit R) Here the antifouling appears noticeably lighter than the black hull, even
though we know that it was red.

However, under other lighting conditions this red antifouling does indeed appear very
dark, like the black of the hull.
red, not pink.

Exhibit S) Mauretania in natural colour, again, we know for a fact the paint was

Exhibit V) Mauretania has very black antifouling here.

Exhibit T) Here the Mauretania appears to have very light antifouling, even though we
know it was in fact red.

However, the explanation as to why this happens is that for newspapers, pictures were
intentionally overexposed as it was easier to reproduce for print than one that was not. This is
why most of the most famous Titanic ‘beauty shots’ are overexposed, and why many
construction photos at Harland and Wolff are over exposed, and also why many of these
examples are overexposed, while you can compare them to images that are not overexposed.
Let’s look at two other ships that were already examined in earlier exhibits for the next
section.
Exhibit U) See exhibits G, H, I, P, O for colour Queen Mary pictures. You can see it is
red antifouling. Here the antifouling appears very dark.

Exhibit V) The Queen Mary arriving in New York, in 1936. Look at how bright the
antifouling appears here.

Exhibit W) See Exhibits J, K, L, M for Queen Elizabeth in natural Colour. Here Queen
Elizabeth appears to have very dark antifouling paint.

Exhibit X) Queen Elizabeth appears to have very light antifouling, remember though, we
know that it was red from the colour imagery.

To finally debunk the argument is to test it on Titanic. Luckily, in today’s age, we can
create digital 3D models of the Titanic, and edit the colors and lighting to our choosing.

Exhibit Y) 3D Digital Rendering of the RMS Titanic

Exhibit Z) It has often been stated that cameras of this time period used almost exclusively blue
filters. However blue filters main weakness is that the image will often be underexposed, and
very dark, contradicting most known pictures of Titanic. As mentioned earlier, newspapers often
intentionally overexposed their pictures as it was easier to print than an underexposed image.
Therefore, newspapers would not be using blue filter photography for their images. In fact they
would’ve most likely been using no filter at all, as such, the most accurate way to judge a black
and white photo from a paper, is to make it a true half-tone image and then match the exposure
and contrast to a known color, for example the blue ensign here, or the black hull. Doing this, it
matches very well. It turns out that in fact early 1900s photographers did not actually use filters,
while sometimes they experimented with them for artistic imagery, commercial or recreational
photography did not use filters. (Such as Father Browne’s Kodak Vest Pocket images)
Exhibit A.1) This is the image I used to match up the exposure.

Exhibit B.1)

Exhibit C.1)

Conclusion
The evidence of all 33 exhibits point to a narrowed range of red colored antifouling with
this colour being one that falls well within that range.
Exhibit B.1) A very evidence based, reasonable color that falls well within the
antifouling range.
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